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By BENJAMIN J. MORSE

Bubba. "In this day and age, all the news necessitated an emergency press. but the furry mammals are citizens," said Bubba, who would only give his name in British. "In this day and age, all animals should have equal rights."

The College administration fervently sought to resolve the unfolding crisis, but finger pointing has stalled the crisis. Some administrators have reportedly blamed the College itself for this incident of skunk terrorism, while others have accused the furry mammals for their actions.

This College's oppressive policy towards skunks forced these furry mammals into the one-way streets to take this drastic action," said Bubba.

The College administration reportedly acknowledged that no Conn students had ever sighted the College Arboretum since 2003, but with the reality that the College is wasting this vast tract of property for the College. Students have been seen in state-of-the-art facilities. Students with any information on this past week.

In response to this incident, students were encouraged to contact Campus Safety. Students with any information on this past week.

On Newly-Installed Cameras

The installation of security cameras in Main Street East over the weekend. At 11:45 p.m. the cameras reveal the Camel mascot mugging and beating a student. Students voiced questions as to why she became so disoriented, and embarrassed.

Mascot Beating Of Student Caught

On Newly-Installed Cameras

Conn to Complement Replacing Camel With More Student-Friendly Animal, Such as the Manatee

By BRAD CASCER

"It's too bad that we'll have to lose the beloved mascot. Students voiced their concerns to our student newspaper, the editor emeritus, the violent and unconscionable action taken by these distantly related creatures," argued Sarah Fisk. "I don't want to buy the Camel mascot. Students voiced questions as to why she became so disoriented, and embarrassed.
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Students Appreciate Cut In Tuition Price

With Conn’s slowly growing endowment and cash surpluses for the past few years, the administration and trustees have decided to reduce the College tuition from an arm and a leg to just a leg. This latest announcement has been well received by the student body. No longer do students’ parents have to refinance their house to pay for a tuition that puts to shame the GDP of the Southern Hemisphere.

It is admirable that the administration and trustees have finally seen it fit to reduce the tuition to a respectable level. Indeed, Conn’s previous tuition was with­in the range of its peer institutions, but one must be reminded that these other schools had buildings that weren’t falling apart and that were up-to-date. Finally, Conn’s tuition no longer exceeds the overall worth of the Old Plex, New London Hall, and Bill Hall put together.

Another potential benefit of the tuition reduction will be an increase in alumni giving. No longer needing to work two jobs to pay off college loans, students may be more willing to give back to their Alma mater, which now only asks a reason­able fee from them.

Thus, the reduction in tuition has inherent benefits for the College. The admin­istration and trustees should be applauded for their realization of how high the tuition previously was and the need to bring it down to a respectable level. Finally, Conn can distinguish itself by the pure quality of its educational offerings, and not simply its price tag.

Policies

Advertisements

The College Voice is an open forum. The opin­ions expressed by individual advertisers are their own. In no way does The College Voice endorse the views expressed by individual advertisers. The College Voice reserves the right to edit letters for clarity and length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. Letters should be single-spaced, no longer than 300 words, and must include a phone number for verification. Please send all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to: ccvoice@conncoll.edu

Information Services News and Events

Spring Research Blitz Solutions

Get out in the sun faster with these quick solutions!

Honor Study Research Sessions

• Monday, April 10th at 4:20 and 7:00
• Learn about resources and services available specifically for honors study students.
• Get a heads up on RefWorks, Interlibrary Loan (ILL), individual library assistance and more!
• Sign up online from the Library homepage or contact the Reference Desk at x2655.

RefWorks

• Collect and organize references for your papers and projects.
• Automatically create your bibliography in a variety of formats including MLA, APA, Chicago, CBE, etc.
• Sign up online for an instruction session, April 18th at 4:00 at http://refworks.conncoll.edu.
• Can’t make it? Contact Kathy Gehring at x5225 for additional information.

Personalized Research Sessions

• Don’t organize, ask the experts!
• In-depth assistance with your library research is available from our reference staff.
• Request an appointment by completing the online form on the Library homepage or contact the Reference Desk at x2655.

The Most Exciting Mexican Restaurant
North of Guadalajara!

MARGARITAS
Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole

12 Water Street
Downtown Mystic
(860) 536-4589
Open for dinner daily at 4pm

For more information about Margaritas visit us at www.margaritas.com
In the spirit of this issue, I decided to mention some true stories that have made their mark in the news from around the world in the last few weeks. Some of these things are hard to believe, but I assure you they are fact.

Burial with Cell Phones Reaches New Popularity - It started in Copenhagen, moved on to Australia, and is even acceptable in the United States, Ghana and Ireland. People are buried not just with their cell phone, but with their laptop. It first started in Copenhagen where certain people believed they might be buried after a spell put them to sleep and made them look dead. The cell could be used to call for help.

Policemen Try to Arrest Firefighters - Chilean policemen arrested ag group of firemen under suspicion they were trying to break into a shop. The shop was actually broken into, minutes before the fire started, and the police thought the robbers were impersonating firemen.

Couple Divorce During Sleep? - A man talking in his sleep said “you are divorced” to his wife next to him, leading the heads of the Muslim community in eastern India to rule that under Islamic law the couple must divorce. The husband said the phrase three times, which under one interpretation means the couple must part. The couple has so far refused to follow that ruling.

Soccer Game Ends After Three Minutes - One of the teams arrived at the field with only seven players.

Man Breaks Record, Kisses Cobra Snake 51 Times - A Malaysian man decided to press his luck, and kissed a Cobra snake 51 times during 3 minutes. The snake was 5 meters long.

Burglars Try to Rob Money-less Bank - This happened in California to a bank that does not hold cash. Two masked men broke into the bank, waved their weapons and yelled at the workers to get them all the money in the bank. The criminals were surprised to find that the bank did not have money. It is a credit bank where cash is deposited in another location immediately and cannot be reached. The robbers left the place depressed, but not before they cursed the workers who were laughing at their stupidity.

Apartment Mistakenly Gets Beer in its Kitchen Faucet - A Norwegian citizen thought she had reached heaven, when she opened the kitchen faucet and got a stream of beer. It seems a bar worker at the basement level of the building mistakenly connected a fresh barrel of beer to the water pipe leading to her apartment. The barman found him-
Connecticut College Idol: Reality Star To Play Floriafa

by RYAN SEACREST

This time of year, Florida is on every student's mind. It's the ultimate vacation spot no matter what the weather is like! What will you be doing? Well, SA is gearing up for a little vacation with Fox, as they've been at it every year. Thanks to Paul Dryden ('07) for his connection with Fox, the season finale of the hit show in the fall will bring everyone to see the college at one of our favorite travel destinations.

Disney Channel finally made it okay to love high school. They admit that they hated high school. It was so cliquey. The students were so preoccupied with what a good impression they were making on the other kids. The students were the ones who were on the outside looking in. Now, some of them will obviously be contaminants for the kids who were on the inside. They will then have to go to college and be contaminants on a larger scale. They will then realize that their whole life up to now has been a joke.

The Exorcist.

The essence of the song is that through their struggles, they will learn the power of love. The final portion of the movie turns into a battle between the forces of good and evil. Sharpay and Ryan try to sabotage their audition called "Breaking Free" to make sure Troy is not in the competition. Sharpay is determined to make sure that Troy is not in the competition with all their friends are there to see it. Troy and Gabriella sing a poignant song for their daughter, who dies at the end of the movie. The movie is not just about the musicals, but also about the importance of family and friendship. It is a film that will make you laugh, cry, and think. It is a film that will make you feel sad, happy, and lost. It is a film that will make you feel like you are part of something bigger than yourself.

No Faith in the Rich and Famous by CLARI DOWD
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Eat This, Morgan Spurlock

Hollywood Springs Into Action

BY JENNY CRAIG

graphic and eye-catching font. Morgan Spurlock along with Captains America, Batman, Superman, and Spider-Man traunched fast, ground-cheese, and Ronald McDonald.

But now, for the sake of my readers, I continued the classic happy meal, and got a cheerful little plastic figurine from “Ice Age: The Meltdown,” a mild case ofcliffe at regai@conncoll.edu to talk about becoming our editorial cartoonist!

The point is that Johnson’s portrayal of Chad is the way in which they enter college, and the utter genius of the dialogue between Chad and Ethan, who are, without a doubt, the most sensitive to violence or are a small child.
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College Considers Adding Seating Capacity
In Fishbowl Due To Harris Overcrowding
Br. NOMAHH
staff writer

Students walking into Harris between 11:45 and 12:45 during any weekday will immediately recognize how difficult it is to find a seat at which to eat. In an attempt to alleviate the crowding in Harris during peak meal hours, Dining Services is considering placing additional seating in the Fishbowl.

The proposal is to have wooden picnic tables placed outside underneath the Fishbowl, and placing the increase in Beach Light consumption. Roberts is far from an isolated case. Many professors agree that the annual epidemic known as “senioritis” has struck Connecticut College once again. According to some faculty members, senioritis has taken an especially heavy toll in academically challenging departments such as Dance, Art, and Blackwoman.

“Some of my sections have been so large, we’ve had to bring over extra tables to seat everyone who came,” said dance instructor Grace Yip. “It’s sad to see such talented people saddled with this cruel, endless curse.”

Despite the annual return of senioritis, professors and administrators have no solution in the works.

“We wish there was a way to solve this problem,” said Marc Williams, Dean of Health, and Wellness. “It’s almost as bad as in Elvita, and it affects far too many people.”

This, too, left Roberts unaltered.

“I know it’s hurting people’s GPAs and all, but I really don’t give a damn,” he said.

Students have been forced to enjoy their last few weeks of college “on their own” because of the crowding in Harris. As a result, seniors have elected to enjoy an hour-long walk around the facilities.

Mascot
continued from page 7

Other students are happy that the mascot may be changed regardless of what its replacement may be.

“Whoever thought of the idea of a camel for a mascot in Connecticut is crazy,” said Owen Langdon ’06. “At least one good thing came out of the mugging – we’ve got to get rid of this ridiculous creature.”

Williams, Dean of Health and Wellness, pointed out that because of the mugging, the College should first focus on fixing up the Fishbowl area and the College’s building. Until then, students will either have to eat outside or wait in line for hours.

“This, too, left Roberts unfazed.

“I know it’s hurting people’s GPAs and all, but I really don’t give a damn,” he said.

Students have been forced to enjoy their last few weeks of college “on their own” because of the crowding in Harris. As a result, seniors have elected to enjoy an hour-long walk around the facilities.

Gaudiani continued from page 7

national rules. Faculty who serve under Gaudiani, however, have said and her husband in two of the few ‘horsemen of the Apocalypse’ Dan Quigley, professor of Economics, simply said “This is crazy. There is no doubt that Gaudiani’s second term will bring to Connecticut College.

Since the Trustee’s decision-making and feels for whether the mascot should change and if so, what it should become.
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Final Semester:
Yoni Meets The Seniors

College Voice: Where are you from, and where do you live down on campus?

Abraham West: I am from Canada, I think and I live down at the AC.

CV: Perrette Dieny?

AW: It no longer exists, which is a shame.

CV: What is your major?

AW: I haven't declared my major yet. When is the last day to do so?

CV: Over the years, what has been your best class?

AW: Lack of heat outside during the winter months.

CV: What is something about Conn you want changed?

AW: In hugs. We need to toughen it up, put a blaz- ing camel on it or something, not just have some weak- ly tree.

CV: What do you do during your spare time?

AW: President of Connecticut College.

CV: What is your dream job?

AW: Dropping and adding courses. Oh, and I like playing kick the can.

CV: If you go off campus, where do you usually go?

AW: Hopefully I will be up there on the stage getting my diploma in May.

CV: What has been the most annoying thing about Conn?

AW: Getting physical plant to deliver me a mattress, after I explained to them the AC greens did not come furnished.

CV: Where on campus have you hung out the most, apart from being in a classroom?

AW: Gatehouse.

CV: What ring tone does your cell phone have?

AW: A couple of mail-pigeons who really make some wonderful rings when they fly off.

CV: What has so far been the most memorable or craziest moment of your time here?

AW: Junior Orientation.

CV: Yeah, in 2014.
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MAKING OUR COMMUNITY SAFER
Faries - You know those napkin notes you keep leaving in Harris? We all find them very annoying, so stop it. The school will never get a carrier container placed next to the cream cheese.

Ford Taurus - Tuesday will be your luckiest day. You will hear about a job offer that you will not be able to refuse in St. Petersburg. However, after telling all your friends you realize it is St. Petersburg, FLORIDA.

Jim and I - Make sure you check now your name is spelled in the registrar's office. If you don't, you are in for a surprise on graduation day.

Cancer - Stop following that guy around both on Facebook and around campus. He isn't who you think he is, and he is not a student either.

Leo DiCaprio - You made a mistake declaring that major. Due to budget cuts next year, you will no longer be available at Conn.

Virgo - Your meaningful number this week is 41. Why is it meaningful? Don't ask me. I hate freakin' fortune cookies.

Libras - You will be very happy this week. As a result, you should stay off your regular breakfast diet and just have the coffee without the chocolate candy bars.

Scorpio - Lifting weights in the gym will be easier than ever. Your muscles will be so big they will be casting shadows.

Sagittarius - After you go back to your room drunk make sure you wake up a little later than usual the next day. That way you will forget who you 'mistakenly' came back with to the room that night.

Captain Crunch - You will be very lucky at Mohican Sun the next time you go there, you will only be banned from returning for just one year.

Aquarius - Go see Sea World...dun

Pisces - With a sign like that, it's no wonder you can't get any dates. Try to get your birth date officially changed.
Sex, Drugs, Lies: Frisbee Exposed

By Gary Grant

With the successful spring break "High Tide" tour-Brackets in under their belts, the Conn College Ultimate Frisbee team formed in Frisbee circles as "Dazeen." We're riding high. The team wins 8-1 in the tournament, finishing second, with first only defeat coming at the hands of the mighty University of Oklahoma Apples of West. As a recent underdog report implies, however, the team is on the rise, and the other side is not so far behind. The ranking of auburn's drake, compiled by a member of the team, is 10 points. Nightly practice, police hikes, secondary identities, credit to the stars, bandwagon for a few more rounds. At the end of the first round we would face Stanford in the third place among the day's participants. Going on the 32 hand, we were participants. Perhaps it's the type of game we're playing. Little did I know that 4th place would be the highest we would see this season. With the unveiling of the turf field last year it was a given that we would be the leaders in athletics among the campus gym, it is clear that some things are changing in athletics among the campus gym, it is clear that some things are changing in athletics among the campus gym, it is clear that some things are changing.

The Australian Open To Post University: Camel Tennis Triumphs

By Nigel Wols

The Australian Open To Post University: Camel Tennis Excels

It is not called March Madness for nothing. The fact that old things keep happening during March have become something of a norm, finally, led by the NCAA Basketball Tournament March madness has a special place in the heart of America. So in the words when the winning aside excels department which is traditionally a fierce competitor in the NESCAC Conference and has been among most of its competitors in this season's one or two in the NCAA champ-ionships. Led by their inspirational leader Pat Jones the teams have excelled in this year's Conference play, beating the likes of highly rated teams such as the Coast Guard Academy situated in the picturesque sea-side town of New London and the College of St. Scholastica, which is no longer in It. On Wednesday afternoon the Conn College thrilled by beating the highly rated Post University 7-6 in New London. Senior captain Pat Jones of Winchester, MA posted a 6-0, 6-0 victory at #3 singles. David Kellogg, '99 collected a 6-2, 6-1 vic- tory at #1 singles. Jones and Kellogg carried off the Conn College side at a 1-0 victory and 2 doubles. The Connies would host Bard College for a 12pm, March Saturday afternoon. The game should be the one of the best match of the year and will determine who will come up on top in the NESCAC confer-ence. The Connies are Favorites and should have little problems consid-ering the way they have been dis-placing of teams in the last 4 seasons.
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Bracket Busted

Though I have not recently ventured into the world known as "March Madness," not since St. John's was blown out by Princeton. Thursday through Sunday there's nothing like it. It's a mad rush, but it's too easy to become sidetracked. You'll often hear an argument that basketball purists shed a tear. Remember, they're just trying to make even the most critical of teams who get bounced early in the tournament feel good. It's the sense of urgency. and passion that the most notable being 12 seed Utah would make even the most critical of teams feel good. It's the sense of urgency. and passion that make the entire regular season appear to go conservative for the first time in the past. Nevertheless, there's something about College Basketball in March that can just do that to me. It's been a full cup of beer.
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